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ABSTRACT 
 
Cloud computing computing is a term that has become curiously contagious in 
business economics. It also helps to store permanent data .It largely useful for day to 
day life at every where. It most and common use it centralize the data and share all 
over the clients. The term is being cautiously thrown around in the most prestigious 
board meetings and even the smallest family businesses. In recent years, cloud 
computing has provided new technological innovations, allowing companies to 
restructure their databases into mobile, accessible, and manageable systems that 
basically run themselves. 
 
When businesses use the Internet to control client information, they avoid the costly 
responsibilities of updating software and networking multiple company computers. 
All of the information is instead secured online, with special security features to 
ensure the privacy of company and client information 
 
The most prevalent concern of businesses is the security issue involved with cloud 
computing. When companies outsource their computer processing responsibilities to 
a cloud computing provider, all of the information is available for the provider to 
see. We can think not only it uses for resources provider but also it saves our time, 
money efficiency of data.  
 
KEYWORDS: Lots of Business uses Cloud. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

While many of experienced businesses level cloud computing helps for securing the data 
from hackers. Cloud computing is a best way to secure our business level databases. It is best 
and fancy term for Internet. Cloud improves all the things like Implementation and Development 
Improvement and Effectiveness on Business, Cloud computing offers access to host providers 
with services that benefit every area of business. From marketing, sales, services, and systems, 
businesses can find the solutions they need through the usage of cloud computing. On every level 
of business it helps for sharing of data cloud computing gave effectiveness to manager to handle 
every data online. 

 Customer relationship management systems automate programs that answer questions, 
provide support, manage accounts enhance consumers’ experiences and improve their overall 
satisfaction. Cloud computing helps every where for client resources and managing                        
the data, it helps for marketing also. Providing tools through  
cloud computing employees can access it and take it for business level, project creation. 

 As figure shows there are lots of cloud but it is depends on human being how to share 
data to all peoples. If I know any type of matter regarding useful for everyone then it is necessary 
for my duty to say all colleges to share so all can take an advantages for all others. So this cloud 
is the most useful factor for sharing the information that is useful for all of Organizational 
employees. In a company having the Computers, Laptops, Mobiles through network or any other 
resource so we can share data on it. 
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ATTRACTING CUSTOMERS BUSINESS TOWARDS CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

FIG. BUSINESS LEVEL SHARES DATA FOR ECONOMICAL GROWTH 

Instead of buying multiple software platforms, and physically installing them on every 
employee’s computer, a company can simply plug into the cloud by renting usage from a third-
party vendor, usually on either a subscription basis – like a gym membership, where you can use 
the services as much as you like for a specific contract length, at a flat rate – or a utility basis, 
like electricity, where you pay only for what you actually use. It is a best way to make 
correlation of customer and manager relationship. Cloud computing is the ideal platform for a 
customer relationship management system. By enabling all users to be on the same page, and 
view the same up to date information, the cloud helps many diverse departments – sales, 
marketing, advertising, customer service, even executive management – to communicate more 
effectively with one another. Market research data, feedback from customers, Internet buzz; even 
competitors’ promotional campaigns can all be analyzed using sophisticated techniques in order 
to compile a complete picture of both current and prospective customers. The marketing and 
advertising departments can use this information to identify their target audience and create 
focused promotions. 
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Accounting and payroll functions are computing applications critical to a company’s 
success. Cloud computing systems are fully capable of supporting all the major operating system 
platforms. These  operating system can easily operated with the cloud computing To that end, 
Windows, Linux, Mac and many other operating systems are supported by cloud computing and 
their business applications can mesh seamlessly within these operating systems. Whether your 
business can benefit from incentives of accounting practices that take advantage of discounts by 
paying bills within a certain period of time or the timely allocation of funds for timely payroll 
needs, cloud computing systems can accommodate all of these crucial business application 
necessities. However, your company’s success may not be predicated on the manufacture and 
distribution of parts or assemblies. 

 Customer relationship with management is important for developing the business. 

As a business chooses its application requirements, it is important to understand your company’s 
needs and identify the particular applications that the computing system must support. It also 
supports to quality to maintain of goods. Cloud computing Customer Relationship Management 
abilities in areas such as marketing help generate leads and monitors customer activities to more 
effectively use information for your sales department. 

As figure shows Cloud Computing best for the laptops, mobiles, Small phones or any other 
application so we can share data on that. Personal Internal Organizational point of view the cloud 
computing works very well for sharing data in every work for there. It attracts for all the 
Customers to share the data. 

3. SMALL NEEDS ALSO ACCOMPLISH THROUGH THE CLOUD COMPUTING 
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 It referenced from the how Hybrid clusters shows the Application and Infrastructure of 
the cloud computing architecture. Use of different application on the basis of this use of all 
sharing data so it may chip most for all cheapest equipment like Wastage of pages, wastage  of 
talk time and all. To manage all the things it is necessary   We like to say this is best example for 
all  There is no need to store, buy, serve any other payable amount with the cloud computing. 
Cloud computing can offer the small business owner with the most effective technological tools 
to enhance their companies without breaking the bank. Without software and technology, the 
customer relationship management of a small business consists of a pen, a ledger, and plenty of 
white out. With advanced customer relationship management software, however, business 
owners are able to track and organize their contacts with a simple point and click. Another 
important consideration that shows why a small business needs cloud computing is customer 
support. Businesses using the traditional IT model are forced to locate, hire, and train an in house 
IT professional to maintain their infrastructure. That prospect can seem impossible to a small 
business owner unfamiliar with technology. Most cloud computing providers offer technical 
support twenty four hours a day. Plus, a large scale cloud computing provider employs only the 
best of IT professionals, so you can rest assured that when you have a problem, the person that 
helps you will be more than qualified. Cloud computing providers may bill consumption like 
utilities do – like an electric or water bill (pay for use). Some providers bill on a subscription 
basis. Both offer more than competitive ways to optimize the technology of a small business. It 
needs to be technologically relevant. Cloud computing offers the possibility of all these great 
features at the most competitive price. It’s pretty clear; your small business needs cloud 
computing to get ahead. The only question: will you embrace it, or will your small business be 
left behind? 

4. CLOUD COMPUTING AND SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) 

"Computing," the meaning gets superior and fuzzier and bigger. And cloud means to obscure or 
rush .As its name indicate some meaning .Software as a service means it tell us u can use the  
software for number of times or u can use it reducing time no need to every time installation. 

Software as service is a way to deliver an applications with the Internet towards Cloud 
computing. SaaS applications are sometimes called Web-based software, on-demand software, or 
hosted software. Whatever the name, SaaS applications run on a SaaS provider’s servers. The 
provider manages access to the application, including security, availability, and performance. 

4.1 AN EXAMPLE OF CLOUD COMPUTING 
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How our food supports to daily works. Like vegetables, fruits, dry fruits are necessary for 
body to control all necessary jobs. It provides the vitamins, Proteins for our daily control. Like 
the same cloud computing works for centralization control. Cloud Computing have ability to take 
over all jobs of Software, hardware, servers serves your business need. With out Interrupting we 
can remove the number of systems and add number of system in the cloud working. So it is 
important if we compare it with our daily needs. So by using this we can develop our business. 

 If we take an example in the Bank. In bank we can secure data, it protect privacy for each 
employee while serving Payment related service or any other service which keeps the privacy. 
So in bank it keeps key characteristics for securing or maintains the data. 

By the Cloud computing for each user to easily customize applications to fit their 
business processes without affecting the common infrastructure. Because of the way SaaS is 
architected, these customizations are unique to each company or user and are always preserved 
through upgrades. That means SaaS providers can make upgrades more often, with less customer 
risk and much lower adoption cost. 

Cloud computing comes into focus only when you think about what IT always needs: a way to 
increase capacity or add capabilities on the fly without investing in new infrastructure, training 
new personnel, or licensing new software. Cloud computing encompasses any subscription-based 
or pay-per-use service that, in real time over the Internet, extends its existing capabilities. 

5. Cloud Computing Effects on Marketing also 
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As figure shows how cloud computing effects on the market, it cloud makes on research 
advertisement, publicity, strategy, sales, promoions, public relations, product placement, direct 
marketing, sales. 

So Cloud computing effects on the different things which are productive for our daily usages. It 
is productive so indirectly effect on the financial growth. It is one type of commercial and 
developing for our company, industry level. Due to the advertisement it is effective for publicity 
at any level. It centralize the data so helps for sharing large amount of communication between 
employees,customers,Wholesellers so it is effective for Electronic commerce also. It helps for 
business to business communication, also to the customer to customer. 

6. INCREASING RATIO OF USE OF CLOUD COMPUTING 
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In above fig. it shows how cloud computing store the data after centralize it and send towards 
every part of business level computing. So it is easy to use and easy to carry data from one client 
to shares administrator. Hence it is easy to define and communicate with the part of 
communicators. 

Actually use of cloud computing increasing in every part of field Graph clears us that 
how Cloud computing effects on markets business economical growth .It shows from year 2007, 
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2008, 2009 and 2010.When a major change arrives on the IT scene it’s not always clear what the 
implications will be, if any, and so for large organizations a risk-managed wait-and-see attitude 
tends to prevail. Occasionally however some shifts offer cost savings, improvements to 
operations, or ways to tackle business problems that offer significant strategic advantage. The 
larger the benefit in one or more of these areas, then the more strategic the advance is and the 
greater potential it will impact the bottom line. 

7. CLOUD COMPUTING AND PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PAAS) 

Now you don’t need to invest millions of $$$ to get that development foundation ready for your 
developers. The PaaS provider will deliver the platform on the web, and in most of the cases you 
can consume the platform using your browser, i.e. no need to download any software. It has 
definitely empowered small & mid-size companies or even an individual developer to launch 
their own SaaS leveraging the power of these platform providers, without any initial investment. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Yes Cloud Computing effects on business level increases for every small to large 
business applications. If we think without cloud computing business get in work  but it is not 
work as much that of the using it. Because cloud computing effects on the from small needs up 
to the large amount of profit. It needs less workers also it supports less resources for using it’s 
shown in graph the increasing ratio of the cloud computing year by year. So you can say how it 
helps for every day work. 

It reduces number of things. So it needs to help for every business at cheapest negligible 
cost. A manager can share large amount of data at there every part of business. I must say all 
business managers and wholesalers to take lots benefits of this cloud computing technique. For 
improving the business advantages for there on level. If every one got help of this technique then 
we must say it should improve our every work, so it becomes developing stage for every where. 
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